Dear FOIA Officer,

I am writing (after being instructed to submit this request by Megan Griffin) to request teacher data for the years 2013 and 2014, the inclusion of which was discontinued in your public data set releases with the change from the TSR to the EIS data elements.

For these two years, I am interested in obtaining the following data that were formerly included in the TSR data elements:

For all Illinois teachers:

- Months employed (months_employed)
- District experience (dist_exp)
- State experience (state_exp)
- Out-of-state experience (out_of_state_exp)
- Baccalaureate college (bacc_coll)
- Baccalaureate college description (bacc_coll_desc)
- Highest college degree code (high_degre_cd)
- Highest college degree description (high_degre_desc)
- Advanced college code (adv_coll)
- Advanced college description (adv_coll_desc)
- Lowest grade taught code (low_grade)
- Highest grade taught code (high_grade)
- Assignment 1 code (assignment_1)
- Assignment 1 description (assign1_desc)
- Assignment 2 code (assignment_2)
- Assignment 2 description (assign2_desc)

It is my understanding that these will have to be retrieved from ELIS data since they are not among the data elements of the EIS. I am happy to accept these data in any merge-able spreadsheet format (excel, CSV, etc.). It is acceptable if they need to be provided in more than one file provided that there is some form of unique identifier that can be used to link the entries correctly.

From my reading of your posted fee schedule for FOIA information, these data can be provided to me in electronic form at no charge. If this is not the case, please let me know before proceeding.

I thank you for your attention to this matter and await your reply.

Kind regards,